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High energy-saving performance
 Far infrared rays are an efficient means of heating and excel in energy-saving performances, because 

they supply energy directly to the intended object to be heated without dispersing energy to 
unnecessary objects. The rapid rising time and quick heating of the object are realized. 
Superior comfort

　  is little noise. Air stays very clean and the 
.

High controllability
The heat source is separate from the object to be heated and the quantity of supplied energy can be 
controlled freely. Various types of heating are realized. 
Direct heat to the intended objects and restricted areas
Energy is supplied by heat transfer based on radiation from the heat source. As a result, it is possible to 
efficiently heat only the intended objects and restricted areas.

Far infrared rays are electromagnetic waves that heat objects
    Of the regions of infrared rays adjacent to the red visible rays, the part that is farther from the visible 

rays is called far infrared rays, and the wavelength width is 3μｍ-1mm.
The mainly used wavelength of far infrared rays is 2.5-30μｍ, which overlaps with the molecule 
vibration the molecule vibration is range of many materials.Therefore, when far infrared rays are 
absorbed on a surface of materials and activated, causing the temperature of the material to rise. 
This is the mechanism of heating by far infrared rays.

Features

Basic Concept or Summary
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Far Infrared Heaters

Y2 device Z4 electricity

Japan Far Infrared Rays Association (JIRA)

R-06 L Technical Services

No air blowing is required, so dust is not stirred up and there
heating achieves the ideal temperature distribution for comfort
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Contact: Japan Far Infrared Rays Association (JIRA)
TEL: +81-3-3438-4108 　

 e-mail: jira@enseki.or.jp
URL: http://www.enseki.or.jp/e_index.php

Installation in Practice or Schedule

Domestic Panel heaters, stoves and other far infrared heaters on sale

Effects or Remarks

Features of heat transfer based on radiation
    In heat transfer based on radiation (in which the heat source is not in contact with the object to be 

heated, not requiring any medium in between), heat flux that is proportional to the difference between 
the fourth power of the respective absolute temperature flows. Furthermore, the temperature of the heat 
source can be higher than that of atmosphere and the heat flow will hardly change during heating, 
permitting efficient heating.

    In contrast, in heat transfer based on forced convection, heat flux that is proportional to the difference
between the ambient temperature and the surface temperature of the object flows. The surface 
temperature of the object is near the ambient temperature and the temperature difference between 
them is small. Therefore, the heat flow decreases, making it difficult to send heat to the object. 

Energy-saving effects
Comparison between a far infrared heater and a silica tube heater.

  Conditions for comparison of energy-saving effects
- With the stove power consumption equal and the stoves at the 

same distance from the acrylic plate, the rise in the 
temperature of the plate and the speed of heat transmission  
are compared

- Stove power consumption： 1,000W (two 500w heaters)
- Distance between stove and acrylic plate: 700mm
- A thermocouple is affixed to the center of the side of the acrylic 

plate (300x300mm x 8mm thick) opposite the stove to take 
measurements.

Energy-saving effects
The measurement results in the case of above conditions are as shown below. The table on the right 
shows results taken from the figure on the left and comparison results normalized by silica glass tube 
heater as 100.

Above figure and table show that far infrared heaters are possible to realize rising temperature with faster 
than 20% and higher than 10% in comparison with a conventional silica glass tube heater. If the superior 
performances are set down to the same level of the conventional heater, far infrared heaters can provide 
superior energy-saving effects instead.
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*1: Average rising temperature velocity during 10 minutes after the 
heater was switched on

*2: Rising temperature at 60 minutes after the heater was switched on

Heating velocity 
(°C/min) *1

Heating saturation 
temperature (°C) *2
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